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Surface and Interfacial Organometallic Chemistry and CatalysisSpringer, 2005
Heterogeneous catalysis has been essential to the development of efficient chemical processes for more than a century, and this field has been traditionally part of the solid state chemistry and surface science communities. The design of better catalysts has raised the following questions: "what is the structure of the active sites?" and...
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Artificial Intelligence: A Systems Approach (w/CDROM)(Computer Science) (Engineering)Infinity Science Press, 2007
The history of AI is interesting all by itself. It’s a modern-day drama, filled with excitement and anticipation, discovery, and disappointment. From over-promises of early (and later) AI research, to fears of the unknown from the general public, AI’s history is worthy of study by itself. In this chapter, we’ll explore AI’s...
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Nanostructure control of materialsCRC Press, 2006


	The World is confronted with a plethora of potentially disruptive technologies

	– some, such as nanotechnology, will inevitably challenge our cherished

	social, economic and industrial stability over the next two decades. Rational

	design and manufacture of materials properties through nanostructure control

	will profoundly...
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Protecting Your Wealth in Good Times and BadMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Time-Tested Techniques for Building and Protecting a Solid Financial Foundation

Markets go up. Markets go down. And somehow in that never-ending cycle, you have to invest and save wisely enough to keep your family safe from financial worry. Protect Your Wealth in Good Times or Bad outlines an easy to understand,...
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The NURBS Book (Monographs in Visual Communication)Springer, 1996

	The second, revised edition of this book covers all aspects of non-uniform rational B-splines necessary to design geometry in a computer-aided environment. Basic B-spline features, curve and surface algorithms, and state-of-the-art geometry tools are all discussed. Detailed code for design algorithms and computational tricks are covered, too,...
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Managing Iterative Software Development Projects (Addison-Wesley Object Technology)Addison Wesley, 2006
The Practical, Start-to-Finish Guide to Planning and Leading Iterative Software Projects

 

Iterative processes have gained widespread acceptance because they help software developers reduce risk and cost, manage change, improve...
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Adolescent Psychological Development: Rationality, Morality, and IdentityLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
Review from the first edition:

...I wish to note how pleasantly surprised I was in becoming acquainted with this volume, after 30 years of teaching adolescence courses. Here students are offered a real vision of a period of life that, in most cases, they have just traversed or are still experiencing. Each part is very precise,...
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MATLAB Numerical CalculationsApress, 2014

	MATLAB is a high-level language and environment for numerical computation, visualization, and programming. Using MATLAB, you can analyze data, develop algorithms, and create models and applications. The language, tools, and built-in math functions enable you to explore multiple approaches and reach a solution faster than with spreadsheets or...
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C++ Coding Standards : 101 Rules, Guidelines, and Best Practices (C++ in Depth Series)Addison Wesley, 2004
Consistent, high-quality coding standards improve software  quality, reduce time-to-market, promote teamwork, eliminate time wasted on  inconsequential matters, and simplify maintenance. Now, two of the world's most  respected C++ experts distill the rich collective experience of the global C++  community into a set of coding...
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UML Applied: A .NET PerspectiveApress, 2004
UML Applied: A .NET Perspective is the first book to examine the two  worlds of Unified Modeling Language (UML) and .NET concurrently. The core of  this book provides a set of proven, hands-on, team-oriented exercises that will  have you solving real-world problems with UML faster than when using any other  approach—often in under...
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The Edges of FictionPolity, 2019

	
		What distinguishes fiction from ordinary experience is not a lack of reality but a surfeit of rationality – this was the thesis of Aristotle’s Poetics.  The rationality of fiction is that appearances are inverted.  Fiction overturns the ordinary course of events that occur one after the other, aiming to show how...
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Visual Modeling with Rational Rose 2000 and UMLAddison Wesley, 1999
The Unified Modeling Language (UML) offers standard semantics and notation for describing object structure and behavior and has emerged as the design medium of choice for developing large-scale distributed object applications.  Augmented by the Rational Unified Process, an extensive set of software development guidelines, and the Rational Rose...
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